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Abstract 
Anew approach toPmaqttiil stability Hassirinti'ruti» developed using fiuuy set theory, t*k-

iag into accooxt the naifcral co«tin«ity of the atmospheric stability and providing means to 
analyse the obtained stability dasaes. 
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1 Introduction 
Fussy set theory has been widely applied in many areas. The significant influence of this theory 
becomes dear from a glance through the International Nudear Information Systems (1NIS) library 
{»}. Fussy set theory, wbach has been introduced in the domain of radiation protection by J6, 7J, is 
applied in this paper to the modelling of atmospheric stability. Moat estimates of the dispersion 
of material released to the atmosphere are based on the Gaussian plume diffusion model {1]. Tb 
utilise the model, diffusion typing schemes are applied grouping atmospheric conditions during 
release in discrete classes. This procedure can lead, in certain cases, to non-physical condusions 
(section 2). By introducing techniques from fussy set theory [2], a new stability model is proposed 
(sections 3 and 4). 

2 Atmospheric dispersion and Pasquill stability modelling 

For a continuous release from an elevated point source under constant diffusion conditions the 
concentration V>(x, y, x) of airborne material according to the Gaussian model is given by [l] 

where the origin of the coordinate system is at ground level directly below the release point. o~y, 
ox are diffusion parameters which are functions of the downwind distance x and the atmospheric 
stability. Tb utilise equation (1), it is necessary for the decision aiding system to determine the 
atmospheric stability according to the prevailing meteorological conditions. One such dassification 
scheme is the diffusion-typing scheme of Pasquill [8]. He defined six weather categories, designated 
A to G in order of increasing atmospheric stability. The scheme adopted here is recommended by 
the US National Regulatory Commission (NRC) [5] and given in Table 1. 
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Table 1: SRCPaaqmndjfEgsaacKtypingadiem* basednponcAservatioM on the vertical teitiiiciataig 
er*dSontVT-

Stahi&iy 
Ifcty Unstable 
Siodexaiehr Unstable 
Unstable 
Neutral 
Stable 
Moderately Stable 
Very Stable 

NfiCP*so>USi»bS*y 
A 
B J 
C 
D 
B 
F 
G 

f. VertkalTesfpeEataceGmdacat i 

VT < - U i I 
~ua < V T < -1.7 
- 1 . 7 < VT < - L S 
-1-5 < VT <-^IUS 
-0.5 < VT < L5 

1-S < VT < 4 

* < ^ 

In many cases however, the selection of a unkrae atmospheric stabiEty class may be bard to achieve 
J4], especially in the case for B and C stability classes, which have very narrow ranges. As an 
illustration, an observed vertical temperature gradient VT = —1.71 is very dose to V T = —1.69, 
but through Table 1, they are forced in completely different stabiEty classes. Rather than the 
discrete model represented in Table 1, a continuous model baaed on fussy set theory is introduced 
in the next section. 

3 The fuzzy stability model 
Informally, a fussy set b a class of objects in which there is no sharp boundary between those 
obj«« that bdong to the dass and those that do not. A more precise definition may be stated as 
follows. Let IT be an ordinary nonvokl set. A mapping A from the universe U into the unit interval 
[0,1} is called a fussy set on V. The value A(u) of A in « € U is called the degree of membership of 
« i n A; A(v) = 1 means full membership, A(v) = 0 means non-membership, -A(u) g]0,1[ denotes 
partial membership. A is symbolically denoted {(u, A[v)) | u 6 P}- The crisp ranges given in 
Table 1 can now be extended using fussy sets, as is shown in Figure 1. As such, for each dass in 
the table, a continuous transition to the neighbouring stability classes is achieved. 
Table i . be considered as a collection of fussy rules i, i = 1 , . . . , 7 having the form IF (X is A) 
THEN (V is B), where the vertka. -emperature gradient X and the stability Y are described 
by fussy sets A and B. The main problem now is to derive a condusion for the stability, given 
a vertical temperature gradient X = A' which differs from A. This fussy antecedent matching 
problem can be described by 

Antecedent 1: X is A' 
Antecedent 2: IF X is A THEN Y is B 

Conclusion: Y is B' 

The new condusion B' will depend on the choice of particular fussy set theoretical operations for 
the implication (IF...THEN-.) and composition (all rules taken into account simultaneously). For 
practical use, the concluded fussy set B' has to be transformed to a crisp value (or "defussified"), 
resulting in a well denned stability dass. For a detailed study of these techniques, the reader is 
referred to [10]. 
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4 Results of the fuzzy stability model 
The obaermi vertical temperataie gradients and HawnreTfy 
i m aasasaea oMasaoamg •aa-atoaciy/ asuage w*s*e*jj{w. JDWCJK ajaaasSMs nave CMBKaast. lausnesi ser 
the preceding; half an hone Some examples of the fussy 9 e t* B* for a. typkal 24 hours scenario 
(ccttststis^ of 43 hal£-boitf \«hm) axe shows in Figiuv 2a_ Fagsre 2-b shows the COBSOKC* of these 
stahiTtty region* which toe a high membership degree, as weH as the defiiasined stability class for 
every half an hour. 

5 Conclusion 
it can be concluded that the decision maker is now pioridcd with nrnc<del taking into accoont in a. 
nataral may both the continuity of the atmospheric stability and the uncertainties on the observed 
physical variables. Moreover, it is possible to obtain indications on the leEabofity of the results by 
wring coetonrs of stability regions which have a high membership degree. This cnmplrmcnts the 
* - - -*^ . . J » * • • •• *.a\. . -> - ** , . , * f \ .* n\ ^*".i» . n 

mBMOCItSSmaaon gBTOS lay MPC OCllHIMilHlPPl •WaMHlHB.y CHSBL 
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Figure 1: Fussy seta far the 'vertical temperature gradients aad the atmospheric stability. The 
ani'rerae of atmoaphetk stabiKty is defined in terms of percentage, from extraneTrn*t*bitity(vahted 
• ) to extreme stabifitey («ataed It*) 

& (b) 
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Figure 2: Examples of the fussy acts B \ (a) Three-dimensional view, (b) Contours of stability 
region* with & high. (0-8) membership degree aad defussified stability class (solid line), where 
Pasquill stability class A is given class number 1,..., G class number 7. 
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